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Nominated for the Philip K. Dick AwardAn investigator must solve a brutal murder on a

claustrophobic space station in this tense science fiction thriller from the author of Salvation

Day.Hester Marley used to have a plan for her life. But when a catastrophic attack left her

injured, indebted, and stranded far from home, she was forced to take a dead-end security job

with a powerful mining company in the asteroid belt. Now she spends her days investigating

petty crimes to help her employer maximize its profits. She's surprised to hear from an old

friend and fellow victim of the terrorist attack that ruined her life—and that surprise quickly

turns to suspicion when he claims to have discovered something shocking about their shared

history and the tragedy that neither of them can leave behind. Before Hester can learn more,

her friend is violently murdered at a remote asteroid mine. Hester joins the investigation to find

the truth, both about her friend's death and the information he believed he had uncovered. But

catching a killer is only the beginning of Hester's worries, and she soon realizes that everything

she learns about her friend, his fellow miners, and the outpost they call home brings her closer

to revealing secrets that very powerful and very dangerous people would rather keep hidden in

the depths of space.

“With propulsive action and twists that keep the reader guessing…this tense sprint through a

future dominated by profit-driven amorality makes for a gripping, cinematic sci-fi thriller that

readers won’t want to put down.”–Publishers Weekly (starred review)Praise for Salvation Day

and the writing of Kali Wallace"Kali Wallace, the world needs you--and this book. Salvation

Day is a taut thriller, a near-future look at where we're headed next, a mirror reflecting the best

and worst of humanity. It is all that, and so much more. I'd follow the rebellious heroine Zahra

anywhere--especially into another nail-biter of a story like this."--James Rollins, New York

Times bestselling author of The Demon Crown“Salvation Day is a masterful story set at a

screaming pace. It had me holding on for dear life all the way through. I loved it.”—Mur Lafferty,

Hugo Award-winning author of Six Wakes"Breakneck pace with real thrills and chills—plus lots

of meaty stuff to think about. One of the major science-fiction debuts of 2019. Kali Wallace is a

force to be reckoned with."—Robert J. Sawyer, Hugo Award-winning author of Quantum

Night"A smart, gripping thriller you just can't put down. Explosions, betrayals, morally gray

choices and twisty secrets; all set in the world that comes after the end of ours. Perfect for fans

of Aliens and locked spaceship murder mysteries." – Kameron Hurley, Hugo Award-winning

author of The Light Brigade"More than a science fiction novel, it's a good old-fashioned thriller

set in the future--every page filled with breadth and scope and twists and turns. An exciting,

dangerous, magical quest for truth."—Steve Berry, New York Times bestselling author of The

Malta ExchangeAbout the AuthorKali Wallace studied geology and earned a PhD in

geophysics before she realized she enjoyed inventing imaginary worlds more than she liked

researching the real one. She is the author of science fiction, fantasy, and horror novels for

adults, teens, and children, as well as a number of short stories and essays. After spending

most of her life in Colorado, she now lives in southern California. --This text refers to the

paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.ONEThe kid was

bleeding from his eyes, but he hadn’t noticed yet. He sat on the edge of the narrow lower bunk,

hunched over and swaying slightly, as though every one of Jackson’s questions was a gust of

wind he could not withstand.“Where’d you get it? Who did the work?” Jackson leaned her



shoulder against the upper bunk, made a face, thought better of it, and pulled away. Everything

in the room was filthy. The air was filthy. “Just give us a fucking name and we’ll be gone.”The

kid didn’t answer. He wasn’t looking at her, wasn’t looking at me, wasn’t looking at anything at

all. Scabs and pus had crusted around the wounds where the black market augment was

drilled into his head. His artificial eye was already glitching like hell; the muscles of his face,

from his eyebrows down to his chin, twitched with waves of tremulous spasms. He was

completely naked but for his tattoos, which showcased a brief, angry history of joining just

about every outer systems political group that had ever gathered in a grubby station canteen to

rail against one thing or another.The lack of clothes also gave us a good look at the freshly

sealed surgical scar that snaked down his spine. Whoever had done the surgery was worse

than a hack. The kid would be lucky if he knew his own name after the doctors got the tech out

of his brain. Every time he blinked, another droplet of blood squeezed from his tear ducts and

rolled down his cheek.“Can’t have been cheap,” Jackson said. “You sure as shit don’t have the

money for that. Who paid? Who sent you here?”I read through his file while she worked

through the script. The kid was a contractor, one of several brought to Hygiea for a six-month

stint upgrading the industrial water filtration system. His anticorporate tendencies were more

boastful talk than meaningful action, and mostly subsided now that he was making good

money. He had a weakness for sexy new tech. As far as I could tell, four or five days ago he’d

paid somebody to give him an illegal neural augment and ocular prosthetic. Stupid and

dangerous, but not exactly unusual among contractors with too much money and too few

brains.“For fuck’s sake.” Jackson raised her hand like she wanted to smack the kid, but she

changed her mind. “This is useless. Take what you need and get the medics in here.”That was

directed at me with an impatient scowl. We’d been called out from HQ at the very end of the

shift, and Jackson had a wife and family waiting with supper on the table. I had no supper

ahead of me except standard-issue canteen slop and nobody waiting in my single quarters

three levels down, but I wanted out of that room too. I got to it. Sterile gloves, evidence box, and

a deep breath of the relatively fresh corridor air before ducking into the room.“Hey.” Jackson

snapped her fingers in front of the kid’s face. “Hey. Listen. Parthenope Enterprises Security

Protocol 17, Sections G through K, gives us the authority to confiscate and investigate your

personal devices. Do you understand?”The kid blinked. Swayed. Blinked.“Your PDs will be

returned to you after we’ve verified that you have not used them for any activities in violation of

Parthenope regulations while residing on Hygiea. If you have any questions about

Parthenope’s investigation process, refer to your residential contract or contact your company

representative. Okay?”I stepped gingerly through the messy room. There were three devices,

one on the table and two on the floor, all smudged and unpleasantly sticky. I slid them into the

evidence pouch and looked around to make sure I’d found them all. I didn’t look too closely. My

contractual commitment to ensuring the safety and security of Parthenope Enterprises and its

facilities, operations, and employees did not extend to searching through fluid-stained sheets

beneath the bare ass of a twentysomething kid reckless enough to think that paying somebody

to drill into his head was a good idea.Jackson saw me glancing around. “You done,

Marley?”“I’m done.” I was already making for the door. I could feel the stench of the room

clinging to my uniform. I would have to use a week’s worth of water rations to scrub it off. “I’ll

get the analysis to you in an hour or two.”“And I won’t look at it until morning,” she said. “As

soon as this fucker’s out of my hands, I’m off the clock. You should be too.”Which told me she

wasn’t actually worried the kid was a terrorist or spy. I silently removed several items from my

action plan for digging into this kid’s questionable life choices. When it came to low-level

criminals and cranks, we didn’t get overtime for pretending to be especially eager Operational



Security officers.“Right. Yeah. Morning, then,” I said.I had one foot out of that fetid chamber

when the kid on the bunk made a sound.It sounded like a choking cough, like he was

swallowing his tongue—and wouldn’t that be the perfect end to the day—but he hacked wetly,

then groaned out something that sounded like a word.“What’s that?” Jackson said warily. “You

have something to say?”“Wait,” said the kid. His voice was so rough he could have been rolling

nuts and bolts around in his mouth. The blood on his face was drying into twin crusted lines

that stretched down his nose, over his lips, to the bottom of his chin. “Silver lady. Wait. Wait and

tell me, tell me how—”He broke off coughing; blood-pinked spittle flew from his lips. When the

coughs subsided, he lifted his head, and for the first time since we’d come into the room, his

bloodshot natural eye focused on something.That something was me.“Silver lady,” he said. “It’s

time. It’s time. Tell me how.”“Fuck this. Let’s get him—”Before Jackson could finish, the kid

lunged from the bed to throw himself at my feet. He scuttled toward me, reaching with both

hands. I jerked back and bumped into the doorframe. The kid’s fingers, slick with his own blood,

slid over the smooth surface of my boot. I kicked his hand away.“Tell me how, it’s time, I’m

ready, I’m so ready, tell me how, tell me how,” he was saying, over and over again, the words

slurring together as they tumbled from his mouth.“Don’t move.” Jackson had her stun weapon

at the kid’s back, pressed into the nape of his neck. Electroshock weapons weren’t meant to be

lethal—corporate security was subject to the disarmament treaty like everybody else—but I

wasn’t sure this kid could survive the jolt. “Do you hear me? You don’t move a centimeter.

Marley, get the hell out of here before this piece of shit gives himself an aneurysm.”I was

already backing out of the room. I squeezed past the medics in the corridor and ignored their

snickers, their raised eyebrows, their questions. I felt the prickle of their attention as I strode

away, heard the murmur of their voices as I turned the corner at the end of the hall. Whatever

they were saying about me, I had heard it all before. I didn’t take an easy breath until I was on

the lift and on my way up to HQ. I leaned against the wall for balance. I closed my eyes.Hygiea

was a loosely consolidated, carbonaceous chunk of rock and ice well out in the ass-end of the

belt, with a diameter of over four hundred kilometers. Nowhere on the surface was the gravity

any higher than one-tenth of Earth’s, which was a drag for lifelong belters, but for people like

me, born and raised on Earth, it was light and strange and required constant adjustment. Even

with gecko soles on my boots keeping me anchored to the floor, I felt unstable, unsteady,

convinced the wrong move or the wrong step would send me hurtling toward the ceiling. The

feeling got worse at the end of the day, when the joint where my prosthetic leg attached to my

hip was aching and I was trying to favor it, because my ancient animal instinct was telling me

there was more weight than what physics actually provided, and my gait turned into an

awkward, stilted limp that did nothing to convince me or my doctors that I was well on my way

to being fully healed.I was used to the stares: hungry and envious from a nauseating few,

horrified and fearful from everybody else. I was used to the invasive questions: what does it feel

like, does it hurt, can you still feel this, did you let them change your brain, why did you let them

do that? Yes, it hurt. Yes, I could feel it. No, they hadn’t altered my brain, only my body, and I

never had a choice. I was used to it. At least they hadn’t fucked me up in the process.I had

been working for Parthenope’s Operational Security Department for just over a year, one of the

so-called Safety Officers whose job it was to make criminals, malcontents, and all manner of

other inconveniences vanish before any of them had a chance to impact the company’s profits.

There were a few hundred security officers on Hygiea, a small enough community that I had

grown accustomed to being the one with all the metal parts, the security analyst who was half

tech herself, the unlucky disaster survivor who’d been pieced back together. Nobody talked

about it to my face anymore, but neither did they ever bother to disguise how glad they were



not to be me. I kept my head down and did my job and stayed away from people like that kid

with the bleeding eyes and festering wounds in his head.I was used to all that. But I never got

used to being touched. Strangers grabbing my hand, jabbing their fingers at my eye, slapping

my shoulder to feel the metal beneath my clothes. I could not get used to that.My prosthetics—

left arm, left leg, left ear and eye, a scattering of partial organs—took signals from my brain,

which was still a squishy, whole, purely human brain. Together they functioned as a close

approximation to how a human body was supposed to function, most of the time. This was my

body now. Nothing more, nothing less, and never what the biohackers and transhumanists and

weird fetishists wanted to hear.That didn’t stop people from looking at me and seeing only the

metal.The lift let me out at Operational Security HQ. I skirted around the edge of the central

office, smiles and nods and see-you-laters doled out where necessary. When some

colleagues invited me down to the canteen for a beer, I made my excuses. A few gave me

sideways glances, looks that hinted at questions they weren’t asking, and I wondered how

word of the biohacked kid could have spread so quickly. I retreated to my cubicle. They weren’t

bad people, my colleagues. The older officers were mostly ex-military, shuffled into private

contracts when it became apparent nobody was starting a fresh war anytime soon; the younger

ones were all career corporate types who wore the uniform as though it actually meant

something. They all knew I was on Hygiea for exactly as long as it took to pay down my

medical bills and get out of there. Mostly they didn’t hold it against me. Normally I would have

accepted the invitations, eager for any reason to get out of HQ, desperate to talk about

anything except shitty days and petty crimes.I only realized the questioning glances had

nothing to do with the biohacked kid when I saw the evening news scrolls.Terrorist Leader

Sentenced to LifeBlack Halo Mastermind Heads to Hellas PrisonSymposium Victims React to

SentencingThe headlines blurred together as I read. Every news feed was covering it, naturally,

not as the top story but five or six items down the list. A rhythmic tapping set my teeth on edge

—I was doing it myself, drumming my fingers on my desk. I stilled both hands and pressed

them flat. Left hand, metal hand. Right hand, flesh hand.Two years ago, the spaceship

Symposium had been on its way to Titan with two hundred people aboard. One hundred

seventy-five of those people, the passengers, made up the full complement of the Titan

Research Project. I was one of them. We were some of the finest scientists and engineers in

existence, experts in every field, people who had devoted their entire lives to advancing the

frontiers of human knowledge. We were going to establish the first permanent human

settlement near Saturn and the outermost in the solar system. It was to be a research colony,

dedicated to scientific exploration and discovery.We never made it. The antiexpansion terrorist

group called Black Halo infiltrated the passengers and crew of Symposium before we left

Earth’s orbit. They waited until we were several months into our journey before enacting their

plan: to disrupt the mission with a catastrophic series of explosions in the ship’s fuel systems.

Symposium was destroyed and most of the people on board died instantly. My friends, my

colleagues, the people with whom I had planned to build a home and a community for the next

several years, all reduced to atoms in a flash of fire and noise. Among the dead was my

longtime mentor and idol, Sunita Radieh, whose loss I still felt like a physical pain whenever I

thought of her. Sometimes I wondered if it might not hurt so much if Vanguard, the AI we had

created together, had survived, if some part of her genius, her heart, her courage had survived

in the machine we had built. But Vanguard had been destroyed as well. Every piece of it, from

its breathtakingly complex mind to its uncountable lifetimes’ worth of learned experience to its

favorite physical expression, the praying mantis shape we affectionately called Bug, it was all

gone. Everything was destroyed.Parthenope Enterprises cargo ships were the nearest vessels



to the Symposium at the time, so it was Parthenope rescue crews who picked us up and

Parthenope doctors who patched us back together. There were thirty-one survivors: seventeen

crew and fourteen members of the Titan project. Some were relatively unscathed. Six died over

the next few months. Me, I got some shiny new limbs to show off. All of us earned a crushing

mountain of rescue, transport, and medical bills. With no way to pay our way back to the inner

system, no help from the Outer Systems Administration, no employment, and no convenient

riches to our names, we were economic refugees, in Parthenope’s debt until we worked our

way out of it.TERRORIST LEADER EXPRESSES NO REGRETSVICTIMS ISSUE JOINT

STATEMENT ON SENTENCINGI did not know Karl Longo, the man who had ruined my life,

killed my friends and colleagues, and destroyed an incomprehensible amount of scientific

research and irreplaceable technology. He had been safely on Earth, protected by the high

walls of a private compound, when members of his group destroyed Symposium. I had not

attended the trial; I had provided my testimony, what little there was of it, via a series of remote

recorded interviews and depositions, first from my hospital bed, later from offices on

Hygiea.The people who had actually carried out the attack, the members of Black Halo that

Longo had sent to infiltrate Symposium, had all died when their plan spiraled out of control— 

including Kristin Herd, who had been a friend and colleague of mine. She had joined our team

when another member had to withdraw from the project. I had been on the committee that

reviewed her application. None of us had suspected a thing. We had all approved of her

research and her enthusiasm. Our vote had been unanimous. She had been planning all the

while to murder us.She was dead. They were all dead, and now Longo would spend his life

rotting away in a Martian prison. I supposed that was what he deserved.Symposium

Sentencing: Has Justice Been Served?Memorial Ceremony to Honor Symposium VictimsI shut

off the news feeds. I didn’t care. I couldn’t care. This was my life now, such as it was. Picking

grubby PDs off the floor in personal quarters, trawling through endless data, looking for petty

extortionists, for corporate spies, for black market biohackers, even for snakes like Kristin,

should they make themselves sufficiently troublesome to Parthenope. This isolated rock in the

outer system, this thankless job helping a rich company make itself richer, the pain in my joints

where metal met flesh, the medical debt that grew every day, this was it, this was all I had, until

I could work my way out.My heart was still thumping uncomfortably. I could still smell that dank,

foul room.I set up the confiscated PDs for a full data sweep and analysis, and I got out of there.

I needed to scrub the bloody fingerprints from my boots. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.Read more
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was bleeding from his eyes, but he hadn’t noticed yet. He sat on the edge of the narrow lower

bunk, hunched over and swaying slightly, as though every one of Jackson’s questions was a

gust of wind he could not withstand.“Where’d you get it? Who did the work?” Jackson leaned

her shoulder against the upper bunk, made a face, thought better of it, and pulled away.

Everything in the room was filthy. The air was filthy. “Just give us a fucking name and we’ll be

gone.”The kid didn’t answer. He wasn’t looking at her, wasn’t looking at me, wasn’t looking at

anything at all. Scabs and pus had crusted around the wounds where the black market

augment was drilled into his head. His artificial eye was already glitching like hell; the muscles

of his face, from his eyebrows down to his chin, twitched with waves of tremulous spasms. He

was completely naked but for his tattoos, which showcased a brief, angry history of joining just

about every outer systems political group that had ever gathered in a grubby station canteen to

rail against one thing or another.The lack of clothes also gave us a good look at the freshly

sealed surgical scar that snaked down his spine. Whoever had done the surgery was worse

than a hack. The kid would be lucky if he knew his own name after the doctors got the tech out

of his brain. Every time he blinked, another droplet of blood squeezed from his tear ducts and

rolled down his cheek.“Can’t have been cheap,” Jackson said. “You sure as shit don’t have the

money for that. Who paid? Who sent you here?”I read through his file while she worked

through the script. The kid was a contractor, one of several brought to Hygiea for a six-month

stint upgrading the industrial water filtration system. His anticorporate tendencies were more

boastful talk than meaningful action, and mostly subsided now that he was making good

money. He had a weakness for sexy new tech. As far as I could tell, four or five days ago he’d

paid somebody to give him an illegal neural augment and ocular prosthetic. Stupid and

dangerous, but not exactly unusual among contractors with too much money and too few

brains.“For fuck’s sake.” Jackson raised her hand like she wanted to smack the kid, but she

changed her mind. “This is useless. Take what you need and get the medics in here.”That was

directed at me with an impatient scowl. We’d been called out from HQ at the very end of the

shift, and Jackson had a wife and family waiting with supper on the table. I had no supper

ahead of me except standard-issue canteen slop and nobody waiting in my single quarters

three levels down, but I wanted out of that room too. I got to it. Sterile gloves, evidence box, and

a deep breath of the relatively fresh corridor air before ducking into the room.“Hey.” Jackson

snapped her fingers in front of the kid’s face. “Hey. Listen. Parthenope Enterprises Security

Protocol 17, Sections G through K, gives us the authority to confiscate and investigate your

personal devices. Do you understand?”The kid blinked. Swayed. Blinked.“Your PDs will be

returned to you after we’ve verified that you have not used them for any activities in violation of

Parthenope regulations while residing on Hygiea. If you have any questions about

Parthenope’s investigation process, refer to your residential contract or contact your company

representative. Okay?”I stepped gingerly through the messy room. There were three devices,

one on the table and two on the floor, all smudged and unpleasantly sticky. I slid them into the

evidence pouch and looked around to make sure I’d found them all. I didn’t look too closely. My

contractual commitment to ensuring the safety and security of Parthenope Enterprises and its

facilities, operations, and employees did not extend to searching through fluid-stained sheets

beneath the bare ass of a twentysomething kid reckless enough to think that paying somebody

to drill into his head was a good idea.Jackson saw me glancing around. “You done,

Marley?”“I’m done.” I was already making for the door. I could feel the stench of the room

clinging to my uniform. I would have to use a week’s worth of water rations to scrub it off. “I’ll

get the analysis to you in an hour or two.”“And I won’t look at it until morning,” she said. “As



soon as this fucker’s out of my hands, I’m off the clock. You should be too.”Which told me she

wasn’t actually worried the kid was a terrorist or spy. I silently removed several items from my

action plan for digging into this kid’s questionable life choices. When it came to low-level

criminals and cranks, we didn’t get overtime for pretending to be especially eager Operational

Security officers.“Right. Yeah. Morning, then,” I said.I had one foot out of that fetid chamber

when the kid on the bunk made a sound.It sounded like a choking cough, like he was

swallowing his tongue—and wouldn’t that be the perfect end to the day—but he hacked wetly,

then groaned out something that sounded like a word.“What’s that?” Jackson said warily. “You

have something to say?”“Wait,” said the kid. His voice was so rough he could have been rolling

nuts and bolts around in his mouth. The blood on his face was drying into twin crusted lines

that stretched down his nose, over his lips, to the bottom of his chin. “Silver lady. Wait. Wait and

tell me, tell me how—”He broke off coughing; blood-pinked spittle flew from his lips. When the

coughs subsided, he lifted his head, and for the first time since we’d come into the room, his

bloodshot natural eye focused on something.That something was me.“Silver lady,” he said. “It’s

time. It’s time. Tell me how.”“Fuck this. Let’s get him—”Before Jackson could finish, the kid

lunged from the bed to throw himself at my feet. He scuttled toward me, reaching with both

hands. I jerked back and bumped into the doorframe. The kid’s fingers, slick with his own blood,

slid over the smooth surface of my boot. I kicked his hand away.“Tell me how, it’s time, I’m

ready, I’m so ready, tell me how, tell me how,” he was saying, over and over again, the words

slurring together as they tumbled from his mouth.“Don’t move.” Jackson had her stun weapon

at the kid’s back, pressed into the nape of his neck. Electroshock weapons weren’t meant to be

lethal—corporate security was subject to the disarmament treaty like everybody else—but I

wasn’t sure this kid could survive the jolt. “Do you hear me? You don’t move a centimeter.

Marley, get the hell out of here before this piece of shit gives himself an aneurysm.”I was

already backing out of the room. I squeezed past the medics in the corridor and ignored their

snickers, their raised eyebrows, their questions. I felt the prickle of their attention as I strode

away, heard the murmur of their voices as I turned the corner at the end of the hall. Whatever

they were saying about me, I had heard it all before. I didn’t take an easy breath until I was on

the lift and on my way up to HQ. I leaned against the wall for balance. I closed my eyes.Hygiea

was a loosely consolidated, carbonaceous chunk of rock and ice well out in the ass-end of the

belt, with a diameter of over four hundred kilometers. Nowhere on the surface was the gravity

any higher than one-tenth of Earth’s, which was a drag for lifelong belters, but for people like

me, born and raised on Earth, it was light and strange and required constant adjustment. Even

with gecko soles on my boots keeping me anchored to the floor, I felt unstable, unsteady,

convinced the wrong move or the wrong step would send me hurtling toward the ceiling. The

feeling got worse at the end of the day, when the joint where my prosthetic leg attached to my

hip was aching and I was trying to favor it, because my ancient animal instinct was telling me

there was more weight than what physics actually provided, and my gait turned into an

awkward, stilted limp that did nothing to convince me or my doctors that I was well on my way

to being fully healed.I was used to the stares: hungry and envious from a nauseating few,

horrified and fearful from everybody else. I was used to the invasive questions: what does it feel

like, does it hurt, can you still feel this, did you let them change your brain, why did you let them

do that? Yes, it hurt. Yes, I could feel it. No, they hadn’t altered my brain, only my body, and I

never had a choice. I was used to it. At least they hadn’t fucked me up in the process.I had

been working for Parthenope’s Operational Security Department for just over a year, one of the

so-called Safety Officers whose job it was to make criminals, malcontents, and all manner of

other inconveniences vanish before any of them had a chance to impact the company’s profits.



There were a few hundred security officers on Hygiea, a small enough community that I had

grown accustomed to being the one with all the metal parts, the security analyst who was half

tech herself, the unlucky disaster survivor who’d been pieced back together. Nobody talked

about it to my face anymore, but neither did they ever bother to disguise how glad they were

not to be me. I kept my head down and did my job and stayed away from people like that kid

with the bleeding eyes and festering wounds in his head.I was used to all that. But I never got

used to being touched. Strangers grabbing my hand, jabbing their fingers at my eye, slapping

my shoulder to feel the metal beneath my clothes. I could not get used to that.My prosthetics—

left arm, left leg, left ear and eye, a scattering of partial organs—took signals from my brain,

which was still a squishy, whole, purely human brain. Together they functioned as a close

approximation to how a human body was supposed to function, most of the time. This was my

body now. Nothing more, nothing less, and never what the biohackers and transhumanists and

weird fetishists wanted to hear.That didn’t stop people from looking at me and seeing only the

metal.The lift let me out at Operational Security HQ. I skirted around the edge of the central

office, smiles and nods and see-you-laters doled out where necessary. When some colleagues

invited me down to the canteen for a beer, I made my excuses. A few gave me sideways

glances, looks that hinted at questions they weren’t asking, and I wondered how word of the

biohacked kid could have spread so quickly. I retreated to my cubicle. They weren’t bad people,

my colleagues. The older officers were mostly ex-military, shuffled into private contracts when it

became apparent nobody was starting a fresh war anytime soon; the younger ones were all

career corporate types who wore the uniform as though it actually meant something. They all

knew I was on Hygiea for exactly as long as it took to pay down my medical bills and get out of

there. Mostly they didn’t hold it against me. Normally I would have accepted the invitations,

eager for any reason to get out of HQ, desperate to talk about anything except shitty days and

petty crimes.I only realized the questioning glances had nothing to do with the biohacked kid

when I saw the evening news scrolls.TERRORIST LEADER SENTENCED TO LIFEBLACK

HALO MASTERMIND HEADS TO HELLAS PRISONSYMPOSIUM VICTIMS REACT TO

SENTENCINGThe headlines blurred together as I read. Every news feed was covering it,

naturally, not as the top story but five or six items down the list. A rhythmic tapping set my teeth

on edge—I was doing it myself, drumming my fingers on my desk. I stilled both hands and

pressed them flat. Left hand, metal hand. Right hand, flesh hand.Two years ago, the spaceship

Symposium had been on its way to Titan with two hundred people aboard. One hundred

seventy-five of those people, the passengers, made up the full complement of the Titan

Research Project. I was one of them. We were some of the finest scientists and engineers in

existence, experts in every field, people who had devoted their entire lives to advancing the

frontiers of human knowledge. We were going to establish the first permanent human

settlement near Saturn and the outermost in the solar system. It was to be a research colony,

dedicated to scientific exploration and discovery.We never made it. The antiexpansion terrorist

group called Black Halo infiltrated the passengers and crew of Symposium before we left

Earth’s orbit. They waited until we were several months into our journey before enacting their

plan: to disrupt the mission with a catastrophic series of explosions in the ship’s fuel systems.

Symposium was destroyed and most of the people on board died instantly. My friends, my

colleagues, the people with whom I had planned to build a home and a community for the next

several years, all reduced to atoms in a flash of fire and noise. Among the dead was my

longtime mentor and idol, Sunita Radieh, whose loss I still felt like a physical pain whenever I

thought of her. Sometimes I wondered if it might not hurt so much if Vanguard, the AI we had

created together, had survived, if some part of her genius, her heart, her courage had survived



in the machine we had built. But Vanguard had been destroyed as well. Every piece of it, from

its breathtakingly complex mind to its uncountable lifetimes’ worth of learned experience to its

favorite physical expression, the praying mantis shape we affectionately called Bug, it was all

gone. Everything was destroyed.Parthenope Enterprises cargo ships were the nearest vessels

to the Symposium at the time, so it was Parthenope rescue crews who picked us up and

Parthenope doctors who patched us back together. There were thirty-one survivors: seventeen

crew and fourteen members of the Titan project. Some were relatively unscathed. Six died over

the next few months. Me, I got some shiny new limbs to show off. All of us earned a crushing

mountain of rescue, transport, and medical bills. With no way to pay our way back to the inner

system, no help from the Outer Systems Administration, no employment, and no convenient

riches to our names, we were economic refugees, in Parthenope’s debt until we worked our

way out of it.TERRORIST LEADER EXPRESSES NO REGRETSVICTIMS ISSUE JOINT

STATEMENT ON SENTENCINGI did not know Karl Longo, the man who had ruined my life,

killed my friends and colleagues, and destroyed an incomprehensible amount of scientific

research and irreplaceable technology. He had been safely on Earth, protected by the high

walls of a private compound, when members of his group destroyed Symposium. I had not

attended the trial; I had provided my testimony, what little there was of it, via a series of remote

recorded interviews and depositions, first from my hospital bed, later from offices on

Hygiea.The people who had actually carried out the attack, the members of Black Halo that

Longo had sent to infiltrate Symposium, had all died when their plan spiraled out of control—

including Kristin Herd, who had been a friend and colleague of mine. She had joined our team

when another member had to withdraw from the project. I had been on the committee that

reviewed her application. None of us had suspected a thing. We had all approved of her

research and her enthusiasm. Our vote had been unanimous. She had been planning all the

while to murder us.She was dead. They were all dead, and now Longo would spend his life

rotting away in a Martian prison. I supposed that was what he deserved.SYMPOSIUM

SENTENCING: HAS JUSTICE BEEN SERVED?MEMORIAL CEREMONY TO HONOR

SYMPOSIUM VICTIMSI shut off the news feeds. I didn’t care. I couldn’t care. This was my life

now, such as it was. Picking grubby PDs off the floor in personal quarters, trawling through

endless data, looking for petty extortionists, for corporate spies, for black market biohackers,

even for snakes like Kristin, should they make themselves sufficiently troublesome to

Parthenope. This isolated rock in the outer system, this thankless job helping a rich company

make itself richer, the pain in my joints where metal met flesh, the medical debt that grew every

day, this was it, this was all I had, until I could work my way out.My heart was still thumping

uncomfortably. I could still smell that dank, foul room.I set up the confiscated PDs for a full data

sweep and analysis, and I got out of there. I needed to scrub the bloody fingerprints from my

boots.TWOIt was a relief to slip into my private quarters and lock the door behind me.The

housing Parthenope provided to lowly Safety Officers like me was a box-like room two meters

wide and three long, with a narrow bunk bolted to the wall on one side, an uncomfortable chair

and a fold-down table beneath it, a toilet and sink behind a flimsy wall, and a wallscreen that

only worked about half of the time. There was no port looking out on anything, not even into the

gray, underlit corridor. I hadn’t done much to decorate. There didn’t seem to be any point in

making an impersonal box look less like a box. I preferred to remind myself every morning and

every evening why I needed to get away from here as soon as possible.My quarters had about

as much charm as a coffin, but I relished the privacy. Hygiea was very much a company town:

company owned, company operated, company surveilled and secured. Parthenope was one of

the largest corporations in the outer system, with its tendrils in every industry from mining to



processing to fuel production to transport. There were fifteen thousand people living full-time

on Hygiea, another two thousand or so moving through in a constant ebb and flow of ships

through the busy port. It was such a small number compared to the population of the system,

but when I had first arrived, it had been overwhelming. After nearly a year aboard Symposium

and months in the hospital on Badenia, an asteroid under Parthenope’s control that held both a

shipyard and a medical complex, even the possibility of encountering strangers had been

uncomfortable.The showers down the corridor were busy at the end of shift; I decided to wait

for the line to go down. I sat in my uncomfortable chair and pulled off my boots. I couldn’t

remember if I had laundry credit for the week, so I did my best to scrub away the bloody

fingerprints myself. I used yesterday’s shirt, which was already stained with a yellowish-green

smudge of contraband a narcotics chemist had thrown at me.While I was at it, I called up my

personal messages to play on the wallscreen. I hadn’t checked them in a few days; there was

never anything urgent. But thanks to the news of Longo’s conviction, there were a shit-ton of

new requests for interviews from reporters—I deleted them all. A reminder for mandatory

security analyst training. A reminder for a doctor’s appointment I had been putting off for weeks.

A reminder for mandatory port and transport safety training. A statement from the Parthenope

employee bank. Another reminder for mandatory training. A note from my brother, Devon, who

was living a safely mundane life on Earth.I braced myself before opening his message. He

wrote to me regularly, with photographs of his kids, updates about our parents, news he knew I

would find interesting. I only replied some of the time, but not because I didn’t appreciate the

messages. I craved his letters with a hunger I scarcely understood, like an addict itching for a

fix.I had left them—my family, Earth, all of it—purposefully and without doubt. I had planned to

be away for years. Even so, on the lonelier nights, in the quiet of my grim residential cell, I

pored over every sentence, watched every clip of video, studied every picture until I had every

face and landscape memorized. Tonight was no different. I took a breath and held it while I

read about how much Devon’s son, Michael, loved his dance classes, how disappointed his

daughter Renee was to be second in her class rather than first, how little Phoebe was already

walking—Devon had included a still photo, so much cheaper to send than a video, and I told

myself it was almost as good as seeing her toddle recklessly through the garden, a whirlwind

of curly brown hair and big brown eyes and freckles dotted across her nose. From the day of

her birth our parents had claimed Phoebe looked so much like me as a baby it was uncanny,

but all I could see in her rosy little face was my brother’s eyes and my brother’s smile. Devon

did not mention the woman he had been dating, so I assumed that was over and retroactively

decided I had never liked her anyway. He asked me how I was doing in a way that suggested

he wasn’t expecting an answer. I read all about the spat Mum had recently gotten into with her

longtime academic rival about which foreign scholar would be invited to spend a year in their

department. Dad was, apparently, experimenting in the kitchen again, this time with recipes

based on ancient Greek texts and involving a great deal of garum.That, more than anything

else, stuck in my chest like a fistful of glass shards. I missed Dad’s meals, the good and the

awful. I missed our noisy family dinners. I missed stepping into the too-warm kitchen to see our

parents’ heads tilted together conspiratorially, Dad’s ginger hair and Mum’s long dark plait both

alight in the evening sun. I missed inhaling the scent of spices, crowding around the table with

knees bumping and elbows jostling, and gratefully accepting leftovers before the walk home.I

dropped my mostly clean boot to the floor. I should have gone to the canteen for a beer. I

should have surrounded myself with people, with pointless conversation, with food that at least

pretended to be something other than a tasteless meal bar. I closed Devon’s message,

knowing I would read it again later, and opened the next.It was a private video message, which



was enough to make me wary. Nobody I actually wanted to hear from had the finances to

splurge for a video message to Hygiea. The lack of identified sender meant it was probably

another reporter, another doctor, another lawyer trying to get past Parthenope’s filters and offer

miracles to the survivors of the Symposium disaster. Or, worse, Black Halo sympathizers

spitting empty threats across space, or the families of survivors begging me to join some

pointless activist group. It could be another pervert wanting to tell me about their implausible

cybernetic fantasies or another scientist wanting to redefine humanity. Those with avarice in

their eyes were bad enough; those whose soggy expressions glistened with pity were worse. I

hated them all. I had stopped telling them to go fuck themselves months ago. Answering only

made them more persistent.“Hey, Hester.”With a swoop in my gut like falling from a great

height, I paused the message in shock.Pale face, pale hair, blue eyes. His name was David

Prussenko. Former head robotics engineer for the Titan Research Project. His life, like mine,

had been ruined with the destruction of Symposium.David was paler than I remembered, his

hair thinner, his face more gaunt. The past two years had not treated him well. He would likely

say the same of me.I let the message play.“Haven’t heard from you in a little while. I know

you’re busy, as always. What’s up?”I frowned. I had not spoken to David since the day we had

given our final statements to a trio of Outer Systems Administration officials in a lofty corporate

office here on Hygiea, some eighteen months ago. Like me, he had endless medical debts and

no way to afford a journey back to Earth, so he had also taken Parthenope’s offer of

employment. But we didn’t keep in touch. We never talked. We never contacted each other at

all. I had always assumed he agreed it would be too painful.David paused, fidgeted a little,

glanced quickly to the side. It looked like he was alone in his private quarters; I could see an

unmade bed behind him. On the wall above the bed, its corner just visible over David’s

shoulder, was an image that made my breath catch again. It was a map of Titan, identical to

the ones David had always used to decorate his living spaces both on Earth and aboard

Symposium. I couldn’t see it clearly, but I would have recognized it anywhere.“I’m still on

Nimue.” He cleared his throat. He was nervous about something; every time he hesitated I grew

more tense. I had no idea why he would be contacting me in an anonymous message. He went

on, “You know, the shining jewel in the company’s crown and all that shit. It’s all sysadmin stuff.

Overseer wrangling. I still think you’d be better at this job than I am—but these machines would

bore you, I think. Maybe not. Maybe they’re your style after all.”He smiled quickly, a twist of the

lips, and I felt a pang of something that was half anger, half jealousy. Nimue was one of

Parthenope’s asteroid mines in the Hygiea family. I only knew its name because the company

was building a huge facility there, and there were constant press releases, official

communications, and progress reports going around. The Overseer I knew a bit more about.

That was the name for Parthenope’s station management artificial intelligence. Overseer AIs

kept the mines, plants, and factories running smoothly with minimal human crew. They were

advanced and powerful but not terribly innovative, but working with them would still be more

interesting than trawling through data for petty crimes and misdemeanors—and definitely more

my area of expertise, once upon a time, than David’s. I was an AI expert, one of the best in the

field, but the Parthenope personnel managers had never seemed to care, no more than they

had cared that David could build the most beautiful robots.I don’t know what kind of job David

had asked for when he first started at Parthenope, but every time I had asked for an Overseer-

adjacent position they had always brushed me off. There were too few positions available. My

medical needs were too great. Be patient. Work toward promotion. Engage positively in

Parthenope corporate culture and you will be rewarded.“The thing is, um . . .” David paused

again. I did not remember him being so hesitant to speak, and it made me uneasy to see him



stammer and stall when I didn’t even know what he wanted. “Hey, remember that time we went

to Kristin’s gran’s place down on the Jurassic Coast? I keep thinking about that weekend. I

went looking for photos and vids. All that stuff. I’ve been looking, and I found something I wasn’t

looking for. That was a good time.”A hollow feeling opened up inside of me. David kept

speaking, but his words slipped around me, too distant and too loud all at the same time,

indistinguishable through the buzzing in my head. I remembered. A few years ago. A lifetime

ago. A sweeping beach on the Jurassic Coast, beneath crumbling sandstone cliffs. We were on

a retreat for the Titan tech team, those of us who would be responsible for making all our

stubborn machines get along. I remembered lying on the sand on a clear, cold night, the day’s

work satisfying and exciting, all of us buzzing with the potential of our own brilliance. The taste

of whisky, the taste of salt, the bite of the wind, the way the stars turned and turned. The wreck

of the smuggling ship Excelsior offshore, dashed by waves, its massive metal hull dark and

lonely, its ghosts silent for over a hundred years.My chest ached. I rubbed at the scar tissue

over my sternum. I had missed a few words of David’s message. I played it back again.“I just

realized that you never settled up that bet you lost to me, the one about Excelsior. About what

happened when it crashed.” He leaned forward, his face growing large on the wallscreen. “I

was right. You were wrong. They lied about it. They lied about everything.”He shook his head

and sat back in his chair. He laughed, but it was forced, empty.“You hear me? I was right. I won

that bet after all. That lake should have been mine. I’d love to catch up. Let’s do it, okay? I can

set up from my end, but you need to handle your side. You know how tetchy the OSD gets

about personal comms. Hey, fuckheads!” He made a face at the camera. “I know you’re

listening. Fuck off. Miss you, Hester. Let’s talk. Do this one thing for me. Please?”I sat for a long

time after the message ended. I sat and stared at the comms menu on the wallscreen and did

nothing at all.Eighteen months since I had spoken to David, and now this. I couldn’t recall when

he had last asked anything of me. When we had been working together, he would wheedle and

whine for silly reasons, sure, for a cup of fresh coffee, programming help, introductions to

somebody he had his eye on. But he had not asked for anything after Symposium, after we

learned we were stranded out here in the asshole of the solar system. There was a tremor in

his voice when he said please, an unsteadiness he was trying so hard to hide. That was grief, I

thought. That was fear.I remembered the weekend he was talking about, but not as he

described it. That had been before Kristin Herd joined the Titan project. The cottage had

belonged to Jay Knox’s grandmother, not Kristin’s. We had argued about the Excelsior that

night on the beach. David had believed the cause of the crash was a fault in the navigational

system; I was certain it was human error. And I remembered clearly that David had been in the

wrong. We had looked it up the next morning, over a hangover breakfast of toast and eggs. It

had been the captain’s fault all along: she had been smuggling weapons from Earth to an

orbital station, and her attempts to evade notice had led her into the busy traffic around the

Calais spaceport, where she collided with a small unmanned cargo ship. Her ship, her crew, all

the illegal weapons they were carrying, they had all crashed into the sea. Over a hundred

people had died when Excelsior’s impact sent a tsunami over the southwest of England,

cresting seawalls from Exeter to Bournemouth. The rebelling orbital that Excelsior had been

carrying weapons to had surrendered to Earth forces only a few weeks later.We hadn’t been

mourning any of them, the smugglers or soldiers or freedom fighters, or even thinking of them

at all, when we argued. That had happened over a century ago, during the meaningless

rebellion of a minor orbital habitat. I couldn’t even remember which one had tried to declare its

independence that time around. It had nothing to do with us. It was only a curiosity. David had

promised to pay up what we had bet—first dibs on exploring Kraken Mare, Titan’s largest



hydrocarbon sea—and we had laughed about it, laughed and drank and dreamed of the future.

We had been so certain tomorrow, all of our tomorrows, would be splendid. I could not

remember anymore what that certainty had felt like, if it had tasted of salt and bitter wind, if

there had been room for fear beneath the wheeling stars.I had no idea what David’s message

was meant to tell me. He hadn’t mentioned Karl Longo’s sentencing, which was the only thing I

could think of that would spur contact after a year and a half of silence. If he meant to obliquely

suggest that somebody had lied about Symposium, it was a bit late for that. Black Halo had

taken full credit, and all the evidence substantiated their claim. Longo had written a very

lengthy manifesto. The day’s news articles reported he had been proud and unrepentant all

through the trial and sentencing.David had sent the message anonymously but still seemed to

think the Parthenope comm monitors were watching. He hadn’t said anything that would flag

the message as suspicious.And he had gotten so many details of our shared past wrong.I sat

there for so long my hip ached and the grime of the day was itching all over my skin. I shuffled

to the washrooms and suffered through the tedious process of bathing in Hygiea’s low gravity—

a shower in name only, a damp contortionist’s routine in reality. I scrubbed my scalp-buzzed

hair and my fingernails and my skin until my shower credits ran out.I returned to my box and

played David’s message one more time. He was right that we could not speak in true privacy

without careful preparation from both sides. I couldn’t set up a live, untraceable conversation

from my personal quarters; I wasn’t even certain I could set it up from HQ without being

caught. Maybe David was cracking. Maybe he was addicted to narcotics that scrambled his

brain. Maybe the strain of being stuck on an asteroid mine had broken him. It happened. A

couple of months ago I had investigated a man who had snapped midshift and slowly,

deliberately, methodically impaled himself with twelve iron rods before anybody noticed. He had

missed all of his major organs and survived. He said afterward he did it because he was bored.

That was what life in space could do to people. I wanted to talk to David anyway.I shoved my

dirty clothes into a ball and wondered if the kid with the bleeding eyes would survive the night,

if his brain was already mush, if he would wake to regret how breathtakingly stupid he’d been. I

turned off the lights. I spent half the night trying to get to sleep, the other half dreaming about

fire and darkness and phantom pains shooting through my prosthetic parts.I finally gave up,

rose, and watched David’s message again and again until morning.I had to talk to him. If only

to get him help. If only to ask my questions and hear his answers.My stomach was churning

with an anxious, acidic queasiness when I slumped into HQ just before 0600. I had a plan

forming in my head for how to respond without our correspondence being detected. Part of that

plan involved pretending everything was normal, so I sat at my desk and focused on my work. I

compiled the results from the biohacked kid’s devices. As I’d expected, he’d been reading the

usual forums and chatter from groups across the system predicting the joining of man and

machine, the neural singularity, the evolution of humankind any day now, any moment, just wait

for it, soon the AIs would awaken and lift us all from our primitive self-imposed misery, blah

blah blah, the usual garbage. There was a new countdown to supposed singularity every few

years, because the assholes who wanted to be ruled by machines never seemed to find

anything more interesting to do with their time. It took only a cursory glance at the kid’s

personal data to figure out who had most likely fucked up his head: a black market doctor from

Ceres operating out of a cargo container on various transport ships since losing his license a

few years ago. The doc’s current transport was already gone from Hygiea, his butchering

practice with it, and Parthenope’s Operational Security Department had no jurisdiction

anymore. The Outer Systems Administration was supposed to handle criminal matters outside

of corporate territories, but the chances of that amounting to anything was nil. They didn’t have



the resources to go after rogue surgeons and wouldn’t waste their time even if they did. I sent

the conclusions over to Jackson and struck the file off my action list.My next task was to look at

the new investigations and see if I had been assigned any actions during the night. The

morning’s haul included some minor data theft, a spot of drug trade, a bit of light

embezzlement among station concessioners— all threats to the health and safety of

Parthenope employees, or so we pretended to believe. Everybody in the outer system was

trying to rip off everybody else. I kept reading down the list. Physical altercation on Dock 7

nobody would admit to witnessing. Terminated employees squatting in their quarters when they

were supposed to be shipping out—which had never made sense to me, because who the fuck

would want to stay here longer than they had to? Jackson had explained that people did the

delicate calculus of deciding whether staying until they were arrested and turned over to the

OSA would cost less overall than paying for transport off Hygiea. The OSA was wise to the

scam and had started billing holdovers for their voluntary jail time, but everybody knew OSA’s

enforcers couldn’t compete with Parthenope when it came to collecting debts. It still seemed

like a shitty way to live to me, but maybe after another year or two on Hygiea I would consider

jail the least awful of innumerable awful options.A flash of red at the top of the list caught my

eye: new investigation had just been added to the system.Location: NimueEvent: Suspicious

deathDeceased: Prussenko, DavidTHREEIdid my homework during the eighteen-hour flight

from Hygiea to Nimue. I wanted to know what I was getting into.Nimue was a C-type asteroid in

the shape of an elongated ellipsoid, giving it the look of a gray, lumpy potato. It was about

twelve kilometers in diameter on its long axis, five at most on its short axes, which put it on the

larger size for rocks in the Hygiea family. Most of the exterior components of Parthenope’s mine

were clustered at one end of the ellipsoid; the docking structure jutted outward like a long,

spindly stamen of a flower, with the facilities for cargo, operations, and crew quarters forming

three petals at its base. The Operations and Residential sections were decommissioned ships

that had been parked on Nimue, buried in the loose rock, and adapted into a permanent station

to serve out the remainder of their useful years. There was also an abandoned Unified Earth

Navy base on the asteroid. Nimue was too far from the inner system to have been useful

during the Martian rebellion, and now the base was nothing more than a few empty bunkers

and missile silos, stripped of useful parts, indistinguishable from the gravel and dust.The heart

of the facility—the reason that bleak little chunk of rock was so valuable to Parthenope—was

not visible from the outside. Nimue was home to a massive unfinished ore-processing furnace

that, when completed, would stretch along the entire longitudinal axis of the asteroid.The

station had twelve crew members—eleven now—and an Overseer. Cargo ships visited twice a

month; Nimue was remote, but not so remote as to make it wholly inaccessible. For a good

portion of its orbit, it was within cosmic spitting distance of major outer systems shipping

routes. There were worse places to be stationed. There were better places too.Data, maps,

names, reports. I read them all hungrily. I wanted to be ready. I thought it might prepare me for

what I would find.I was wrong. Nothing could have prepared me for the sight of David’s dead

body.They had left him where they found him: lying on his side in an airlock in the cargo

warehouse. The interior door of the airlock was open. David was on the floor, with one hand

outstretched and his fingers curled into claws on the cold metal floor. His face and the visible

side of his head were a mess of blood and matted hair and pulped tissue. Somebody had

beaten him viciously. Blood was splattered all over the walls of the airlock, over the control

panel, over his clothes. Two fingers on his left hand were broken backward—he had tried to

fight back. The murder weapon lay on the floor beside him: a long metal bar, with dried blood

and bits of tissue on one end.It had been nearly thirty hours since David had died. The inside



of the airlock was cold; decay was encroaching slowly. I pressed my lips together and

swallowed. I tried to look away, but I couldn’t take my eyes off of David’s body.“We haven’t

touched him. This is how I found him.” Yevgenya Sigrah, Nimue’s foreperson, spoke with the

clipped accent of a Vesta native and the undisguised annoyance of a site manager whose

operation had been inconvenienced.“You found him yourself, yeah?” Safety Inspector Adisa

asked. He was the ranking Safety Officer on the OSD incident team and my immediate boss for

the duration of this investigation.“That’s what I said.” Sigrah was a stocky, gray-haired woman

of about fifty, with a permanent scowl and a long scar down the left side of her face. There was

a notable sharpness in the way she answered, but I couldn’t tell if it was because she had

something to hide or just didn’t want security officers fucking around in her station. “Checked

his room in the morning, about 0700. He wasn’t there, so I checked the ID tracking and access

logs.”“Do you know why he was out here?” Adisa asked. He wasn’t looking at Sigrah. He was

standing in the doorway, hands in his pockets, looking down at the corpse. Part of me wanted

him to move to the side so I could get a better look. Most of me wanted to turn away so I didn’t

have to see anything else.“No,” Sigrah said shortly. “He was on third shift. He wouldn’t be the

first to use the quiet shift for personal business. I tell them to keep their lovers’ quarrels and

petty arguments out of the work.”From the first moment we’d stepped off the transport ship and

onto Nimue, Sigrah had been telling us that David’s death was clearly the result of a personal

argument. I wanted to ask her what she meant by that—who could have hated David that

much, how did she know, who was that violent, why would they do this—but I kept my

questions to myself for now and tried not to flinch every time Adisa asked something that felt

completely unrelated or irrelevant.“What do you use this airlock for?” Adisa asked.This was the

first assignment I’d worked with Mohammad Adisa. I knew him by sight and reputation, partly

because Operational Security was a chummy clique of eager gossips, but mostly because

there weren’t many Martians working on Hygiea in any department. Adisa was average height,

on the thin side of average build, brown skin, black hair turning to gray at the temples. Fifties,

divorced, burned-out—so claimed the gossip mill—should have left OSD a few years ago, kept

going instead. I had expected to have a fight on my hands when I asked to join the

investigation. Personal connections between officers and victims made for messy reports, after

all, especially if private lawyers ever got involved and started making noise about company

liability. But Adisa had only shrugged and approved the request without asking why.Sigrah

glanced at the bloodied room, looked away. “Not a lot. Routine maintenance on the cargo

system.” She jerked a thumb upward. “There’s a fuel line up there that’s broken down a few

times. Needs a walkabout every few months. But David isn’t involved with any of that

work.”“Could he have been helping someone else, yeah?” Adisa said.“Don’t know. It’s not in the

work logs.”“Any trouble lately? Disagreement among the crew?”Sigrah hesitated, then shook

her head. “Not that they brought to me. They keep their personal problems personal.”That

meant nothing coming from a station foreperson. The kind of trouble that caused real problems

among the crew rarely reached the boss’s ears, even on a crew as small as Nimue’s, and that

was mostly by design. Sigrah knew the rules for succeeding as a Parthenope foreperson:

everything good that happened on the station was her doing, whereas everything bad was the

fault of troublemaking crew.“Should I get started?” The question came from the third member

of our team, the security tech Avery Ryu. They waited just outside the airlock with a crime

scene kit and medical carry-board.“Go ahead,” Adisa said.Ryu bobbed their head quickly, such

an easy and familiar thing for them to do, in this unfamiliar place, that I felt a pang of fondness.

Ryu and I had become friends, in a way, right after I’d started working for Parthenope, the kind

of friends who used each other for company and sex and never talked about it. We hadn’t



spoken in several months—my fault, I supposed, although we had never talked about that

either. When we had been hanging out together, Ryu’s constant nodding, agreeing, affirming

had driven me crazy, but it was a comfort now.They stepped into the bloody chamber, avoiding

the pooled blood on the floor, and got to work securing the murder weapon, documenting the

scene, collecting physical evidence, scanning for fingerprints. All of which would be

unnecessary once we had the surveillance recordings, but it was part of the OSD routine of

acting like we served a purpose besides sweeping Parthenope’s problems out of sight. Nothing

we did ever made it into an Outer Systems Administration court. In the asteroid belt, corporate

security was the only law that mattered.I tried to look away. I didn’t need to watch. The blood,

the ruin of David’s face, the exterior door so close and the barren asteroid visible beyond, it all

felt like a painful weight pressing on my chest. I could not look away. I could not even blink.The

dead man looked nothing like the David I knew. He didn’t even look like the man in the

message. There was a small part of me, numb with denial, that wanted to believe it wasn’t him.

The David I remembered had been always in motion, tall, lanky in the way of men who run and

swim and climb with enthusiasm well into adulthood, his white skin always tanned, with blue

eyes and floppy blond hair and a ready smile. This man’s face was too soft, his hair too thin, his

hands too aged for the passage of so little time. But he had the same bald patch on the top of

his head, the same faint shunt scars on his left arm, just below the cuff of his sleeve, where

osteoregenerative drugs had been injected when he first left Earth. That had happened years

ago, long before I met him; David had spent part of his childhood in an orbital habitat, with

diplomat parents who negotiated treaties between Earth and the independent stations. He was

forty-five years old, eight years my senior, but in death he looked so much older.“Was he the

only one working that shift?” Adisa asked.“Far as I know,” Sigrah said. “He swapped with Mary.

It was her night on.”I recalled the personnel files: a woman named Mary Ping was Nimue’s

other sysadmin. I had never before heard of a mining facility with two sysadmins for its

Overseer, but Nimue was a particularly valuable chunk of rock with a deep well of stakeholders

and investors. No doubt Parthenope counted the extra crew member on-site as another way of

safeguarding its operation.“Was that normal, switching shifts?”“It happens.” Sigrah shrugged.

“The surveillance will show everything.”There was nothing in her voice except impatience. No

regret. No fear. No grief.I turned away from the corpse to look around. The warehouse was a

couple hundred meters long by about eighty meters wide, crammed from floor to ceiling with

shipping containers. The tracks of the cargo crane formed a network of oiled metal about fifty

or sixty meters above our heads. The containers bore insignia from numerous outer systems

corporations and took up most of the available space, creating a labyrinth of narrow, shadowy

canyons between tall, rectangular stacks.I couldn’t see any security cameras with a clear view

of the airlock, but I wouldn’t be sure until I got a look at the surveillance. Parthenope didn’t like

letting anyone dig around in their surveillance data, not even their own security officers. Not

even when an employee has been beaten to death by another employee. They claimed it was

to remain in compliance with OSA privacy laws; everybody knew it was because a data set that

extensive was more valuable than all the water and rocks in Parthenope space combined. On

Hygiea, obtaining permission to access the data was easy, but on Nimue it was proving to be a

little more complicated. The Parthenope lawyer who had come along with the security team

was currently in Ops firing off demands to a team of execs in the corporate offices on Hygiea,

who needed approval from the legal team on Vesta, who in turn needed approval from an

executive at the corporate headquarters on Yuèliàng. But Earth and its Moon were currently on

the other side of the Sun, with the Yuèliàng capital city of Imbrium in the middle of its local

night, so even on the best company relay network it took about an hour for encoded radio



messages to go back and forth between Hygiea and the Earth-Yuèliàng system, and that didn’t

account for all the corporate ass-covering that would be happening at every step of the

process.“Was there any sort of alert during the night?” I asked. “Like a maintenance alarm?

Something he might have come to check?”Sigrah did not want to look at me. Her gaze kept

skating over my face, straying to my left shoulder and down my arm, sliding back when she

realized she was staring. “No,” she said. “He wasn’t here for work. It was personal.”I decided to

take a cue from Adisa and pretend she didn’t keep saying that.“Was there anything in particular

he was working on lately?” I asked.“Nothing he brought to me. Mary might know, or one of his

friends.” She said this to a point somewhere below my left ear. I wanted to tell her to stare, to

just bloody keep on staring until she’d looked her fill, but I’d learned from experience that only

made things more uncomfortable.“We’ll also have to talk to the crew, aye?” Adisa said.It wasn’t

a question. It was only his gratingly Martian way of ending every sentence like a question,

seeking agreement even when stating a fact or giving an order. His accent was the only thing

that marked him out as obviously Martian. All the other common signs—the evidence of

childhood malnutrition, the scars from Mars’s infamously terrible radiation treatments, whatever

rebel tattoos he might have acquired during a misbegotten youth—were well hidden under his

slightly rumpled uniform. But the accent was unmistakable. It was English spoken by somebody

who was more used to the singsong rhythms of the Martian patois, that odd amalgam of the

many languages carried to the red planet by early waves of colonists.“Why?” Sigrah

demanded. “You’ll have the surveillance.”“Just following the rules, aye,” Adisa said.Sigrah

narrowed her eyes. She wanted to argue with him, but she knew better. Her apparent

disinterest in identifying who among her crew was a murderer wasn’t all that surprising. If she

pointed the finger at the wrong person, before anybody saw the surveillance, she would put

herself in a position that raised more questions than it answered. No matter what she wanted

to say, no matter who she wanted to blame, she had to know that playing along would get OSD

off her station that much faster.“Right. Second shift ends in about an hour. They’ll be available

then.”“Aye, we’ll be ready for them before that.”“They won’t be ready for you.”“Thank you for

your help. We need to process the scene now, yeah?”It took Sigrah a moment to understand

that it was a dismissal. “This is my station. I’m required to supervise all activity.”“You are, aye,”

Adisa said, with a bob of his head that was not quite a nod, “except in security matters in which

you are directly involved.”
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D. Marcotte, “Murder Mystery, In Space!. I took a chance on buying this book, especially

because at the time it seemed like most reviews were written by people who got the book for

free. Well, I paid money, and I don't regret it. This book was excellent.I've read the Expanse

series, so I'm comparing heavily against that. This book had a similar vibe in terms of the
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geopolitical situation of belters vs inners (though in this book, Mars is even worse off since they

lost their war for independence, and the moon is its own nation.) Corporations run things in the

belt, with a very obvious disregard for the work force. The world building is scattered

throughout the story in very few pages, and I liked that I could get that background while the

story continues forward. The addition of AI in this book is something I realized that a futuristic

series like the Expanse is missing.I've never read murder mystery books before, but I have to

imagine it'd be something like this. I spent half the book wondering (in a good way) what the

heck was going on, and trying to make guesses of who done it. I enjoyed it thoroughly.”

Daniel Major, “If you love realistic sci-fi with characters you care about - get this book!. I found

Dead Space by accident via a recommend on another book list, and was very grateful.I read a

lot of hard sci-fi, and often they are a mix of good hard science, or good characters you care

about - but rarely both. Dead Space was perfect - both my daughter (also a huge sci-fi junkie)

and I loved it - and we will immediately buy and read any more stories about Hester Marley or

in this universe.If you are a fan of well written realistic near future sci-fi with characters you

care about (e.g. the expanse series to give one good example), then this is right up your

alley.Off to grab Salvation Day now!”

Stoney, “A SF Murder Mystery. The setting is the asteroids and a production centre that claims

to be a valuable investment for Parthenope---a powerful corporation in the belt. Hester Marley

is a former AI developer, who's mission to Titan was sabotaged and her life reduced to

accepting a noncount security position to pay for her medical 'restoration' from the attack.

While on Hygiea, a company town, she is contacted by a former friend and survivor (David)

from the Titan project/disaster who cryptically claims his new position on Nimue, a small

asteroid, masquerades a serious threat as its stated purpose is a fraud. Soon after, David is

murdered. Marley volunteers to investigate his death as part of a company security team. It is

an wonderful blend of the two genres--- science fiction and mystery.  Highly recommended!”

BigOrangeDave, “not bad. An entertaining read. Creates bleak outposts in the outer asteroids.

Populates it with a heroine; who was rebuilt with less than top-notch cybernetic parts after a

terrorist attack destroyed her research vehicle. She is paying off the surgery as a low-level

safety investigator on a corporate astroid in miserable circumstances. The day after an old

colleague sends her a secret communication complete with hidden clues; he is murdered and

she is off on the investigation with a Martian and a corporate lawyer.What follows is a detective

story uncovers an evil corporate plot then turns into an action adventure that reconnects her

with the past in a fulfilling way. Imagine your favorite “B“ sci-fi adventure movie and you have a

pretty good idea of what you’ll find here. Nothing fancy, some very minor obligatory woke

nonsense,  but worth the read!”

A. J. Murphy, “I have a new favorite author.. Wallace's style is effortless, seamless. You don't

realize how quickly the story has drawn you in until you're halfway done. Excellent characters

with world building that feels relevant. I look forward to future books.”

KSB, “I'll follow you to any genre!. Another great read from Wallace. I especially love her knack

for creating characters who are believably flawed and realistically imperfect. This may be my

favorite yet from the author!”

happy, happy reader, “Space and politics and AI development, oh my. I enjoyed the story and



also the thought that went into its background.If the author decides to write more in this

universe, I would be happy to read it and see what all is going on.”
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